
I try to excite minds by writing my life and my times in tight rhymes 
It’s just not enough, I can’t keep up 
Can’t reach em. They say, “Z, quit preachin,”  
My heart’s freezing then I stop breathing - *breath in breath out* 
Gimme a reason, something I can believe in 
 
The grass is always greener - I feel locked in the zone 
So now I’m digging deeper through the rocks and the stone … we 
Believed the teachers - those who talked to our souls 
The kind that reach us by targeting the heart within 
Altruistic marketing - miracle grow the garden - THEN 
 
Tyrannical bigoted titular figureheads  
Taking it saying it’s not what you make of it 
 
Faking the news, re-shaping the truth 
Breaking the rules, we thanking em too 
Making a move to change up the mood 
Make it taboo to hate what they do 
 
They’re - baking the bread, feeding the folks 
Awaken the dead, who reading their posts 
They’re making the trends, seeding the votes 
Mistaken for dead, got me believing in ghosts 
 
I’m shaking my head saying treasonous jokes 
I’m naked in bed, dreaming of hopes (haha) 
Taken instead of dealing with woes 
Trade it for meds so I ease in the flow 
 
Now I go with it, go with it 
Social justice warrior - sure 
If there’s gold in it 
 
News feed news feed 
With no food for thought 
We need a new thing new thing 
 
Thumbs up for the clips, upvote the shit 
Awareness saves lives, I hope I’m a hit 
Sponsor the post, pay for the click 
Can I get another view on this?  
 



Find a cause I can get behind 
The forum is weaponized 
Comments are mechanized 
Just give me a second I’m 
Checking the record, preppin 
Making sure that I qualify  
 
That’s that, news crews, grab facts 
Choose truths, back track, that path, new you. 
 
Blistering blindness, they like “stay woke”  
can’t open my eyelids 
 
We got movies video clips gifs and vines 
And that would be fine, but they’re tapping the lines 
Algorhythms working hard mapping your mind  
Truth is blind … they control what you like.  


